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THE CANADIAN ARMY.
The KING has been graciously pleased to
approve the award of the VICTORIA CROSS
to: —
Major David Vivian 'Currie, 29 Canadian
Armoured Reconnaissance Regiment (South
Al'berta Regiment), Canadian Armoured
Corps.
In Normandy on i8th August, 1944,
(Major Currie was in command of a small
mixed force of Canadian tanks, selfpropelled anti-tank guns and infantry which
was ordered to cut one of the main escape
routes from the Falaise pocket.
This force was held up by strong enemy
resistance in the village of St. Lambert sur
Dives and two tanks were knocked out by
88 mm. guns, i Major Currie immediately
entered -the village alone on foot at last light
through the enemy outposts to reconnoitre
the German defences and to extricate the
crews of the disabled tanks, which he
succeeded in doing in spite of heavy mortar
fire.
Early the following morning, without any
previous artillery bombardment, Major
Currie ipersonally led an attack on the village
in the face of fierce opposition from enemy
tanks, guns and infantry 'and by noon had
succeeded in seizing and consolidating a
position half-way inside the village.
During the next 36 hours the Germans
hurled one counter-attack after another
against the Canadian force but so skilfully
had Major Currie organised his defensive
position that' these attacks were repulsed
with severe casualties to' the enemy after
heavy fighting.
At dusk on 2Oth August the Germans
attempted' to mount a final assault on the
Canadian positions, but the attacking force
was routed before it could even be deployed.-

Seven enemy tanks, twelve 88 mm. guns
and forty vehicles were destroyed, 300
Germans were killed, 500 wounded and 2,100
captured.
Major Currie then promptly
ordered an attack and completed the capture
of the village, thus denying the ChamboisTijun escape route to the remnants of two
German armies cut off in the Falaise pocket.
Throughout three days and nights of fierce
fighting, Major Cume's gallant conduct and
-contempt for danger set a magnificent
example to aill ranks of the force under his
command.
On one occasion ^he personally directed the
fire of his command tank on to a Tiger tank
which had been harassing his position and
succeeded in knocking it out, During
another attack, while the .guns of his command tank were taking on other targets at
longer ranges, he used a rifle from the turret
to deal with individual snipers who had
infiltrated to within fifty yards of his headquarters. The only time reinforcements were
able to get through to his force, he himself
led the forty men forward into their positions
and explained the importance of their task
as a ,part of the defence. When, during the
next attack, these new reinforcements withdrew under the intense fire brought down by
the enemy, he personally collected them and
led them forward into position again, where,
inspired by his leadership they held for the
remainder of the battle. His employment of
the artillery support, which became available after his original attack went in, was
typical of his cool calculation of the risks involved in every situation. At one time,
despite the fact that short rounds were falling
within fifteen yards of his own tank, he
ordered fire from medium artiMery to con' tinue 'because of its devastating effect upon
the attacking enemy in his immediate area.
• Throughout the operations the casualties
to Major Currie's force were heavy. However, he never considered the possibility of

